Molecular guided oncology surgery has the potential to transform the way decisions about resection are done, and can be critically important in areas such as neurosurgery where the margins of tumor relative to critical normal tissues are not readily apparent from visual or palpable guidance. Yet there are major financial barriers to advancing agents into clinical trials with commercial backing. We observe that development of these agents in the standard biological therapeutic paradigm is not viable, due to the high up front financial investment needed and the limitations in the revenue models of contrast agents for imaging. The hypothesized solution to this problem is to develop small molecular biologicals tagged with an established fluorescent reporter, through the chemical agent approval pathway, targeting a phase 0 trials initially, such that the initial startup phase can be completely funded by a single NIH grant. In this way, fast trials can be completed to de-risk the development pipeline, and advance the idea of fluorescence-guided surgery (FGS) reporters into human testing. As with biological therapies the potential successes of each agent are still moderate, but this process will allow the field to advance in a more stable and productive manner, rather than relying upon isolated molecules developed at high cost and risk. The pathway proposed and tested here uses peptide synthesis of an epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)-binding Affibody molecules, uniquely conjugated to IRDye 800CW, developed and tested in academic and industrial laboratories with well-established records for GMP production, fill & finish, toxicity testing, and early phase clinical trials with image guidance.
INTRODUCTION
While oncologic surgery has always been guided by light, the limitations of visual white light guidance by eye or camera are well known, and so there has been a steady growth in research and development around the idea of augmenting surgical guidance with additional molecular-specific image information. The advance of molecular-guided surgery has been inhibited though by serious economic and scientific problems around development of accurate receptor-specific agents. In this paper, we outline an approach to advancing cell surface-receptor targeting fluorescent probes, in a manner which is designed to de-risk the process and allow fast evaluation of candidate compounds in clinical trial, facilitating translation into commercial adoption. The key steps in this work are design of the probe testing pathway which simplifies the required costs and utilizes specialized industry/academic expertise at each of the steps along the way.
Targeting specific oncologic expression of cell-surface receptors has long been considered to be a primary goal which would provide high specificity relative to the surrounding organ normal tissues. Yet while many agents have been tried in pre-clinical work, less than a handful of them have made it to clinical trials. This interest is partly fueled by the potential for using these immunologic targets for therapy as well as imaging, or for using the imaging to assess Total cost = $10 million Total time = 2.5 years Total cost = $2 million Total time = 1.5 years therapeutic efficacy. However, one of the major issues in receptor targeting is the limitation of very low concentration of receptors in vivo (nM levels), meaning that bound fraction signal levels can be potentially quite low. In fact, when therapeutic dose levels are injected (mM) then the bound fraction at the tumor cells can be orders of magnitude less than the free plasma and leakage concentrations, erasing the ability to see molecular binding. Instead administration of tracer doses is needed along with fast clearance of the unbound agent. Generally it is believed that for efficient molecular imaging a moderate affinity (K d ≅0.5-5nM) is needed coupled with a reasonably fast clearance time (τ≅0.25-4hrs), to allow bound agent to be visualized as the dominant signal in the tumor. However, a recent showed that high affinity, i.e. subnanomolar affinity, is needed if the target concentration is moderate or low (Tolmachev V. 2012, J Nucl Med, Jun; 53(6), 953-60). Affibody molecules have been shown to be good candidates in both pre-clinical and early clinical trials to match these demands. The concept of using fluorophore tagged Affibody molecules for surgical guidance at subpharmacologic doses is explored here as a way to target cell surface receptor expression in cancer.
Perhaps the largest practical barrier to development of molecular probes for surgical use is the financial limitation of developing and testing these agents in a business environment where few billing codes exist that can be applied. The creation of therapeutically directed contrast agents is an emerging paradigm, but has not yet reached strong success to encourage additional investment. As such, pilot scale trials of probes with well-known potential specificity are essential to advancing the field, because in the face of modest financial returns, few will invest in a molecular contrast agent with high risk of failure due to non-specificity, as is seen with many targeted therapeutics. In our proposed platform, an approach to reducing the up-front costs is explored with phase 0, microdose trial allowing FDA approval through the eIND pathway. The strengths and weaknesses and timeline of this are outlined here. The comparison costs in money and time for a typical biological development and testing in a phase 1 trial are compared to the potential costs and timeline for a microdose trial designed for a phase 0 trial with an eIND pathway at the Food & Drug Administration. Note that the left column costs and timeline are high and lead to extreme financial risk, whereas the right column is manageable on a single NIH grant, and so significantly reduces risk.
METHODS

Economic Issues and proposed model
In biological therapy production, there have been many cases of enormous investment followed by failures in clinical trials, leading to an economic climate where investment in new agents is becoming more and more conservative. Additionally, fluorescent molecular agents for imaging are not therapeutics and so the economic model for them is vastly different than therapeutics. Therapeutic agents can be used chronically and so individual usages can be in the dozens or hundreds of bottles, leading to large recuperation of revenue from investment. In comparison, diagnostic agents are typically only used one or perhaps up to four times per subject, and the costs must be tied with the imaging procedure, so revenue is typically 10-100x lower than therapeutics. This modest payback seriously limits commercial interest in diagnostic contrast agents. However surgical guidance is a high cost interventional procedure, so that accurate and useful molecular guidance from a contrast agent could be priced fairly highly if the procedure was truly paradigm changing. As such, there is a hope that molecular guided surgery could have reasonable economic reimbursement on the cost scale of the surgery itself (thousands of $), rather than on the cost scale of diagnostic imaging (hundreds of $), per procedure. Still the limitation of no existing molecular guided surgery paradigm limits the potential for current investment. The central economic hypothesis in this platform is that molecular guided surgery will become economically viable, but the development of the first few agents must be done at lower risk of economic failure. As such a pathway to develop and test new agents was developed which would limit cost and lower timeline for production and testing. Therefore if the agent testing is unsuccessful, the follow on costs for iteratively trying improved agents or altered methodologies is low and could be done within the cost structure possible in academically funded research. Thus the central goal of this work was to develop a paradigm which would be self-sustaining as a development framework for molecular guided surgery which will be supported by grant funding agencies and limited corporate investment. This way the process would help many in this field of development to find success.
Our proposed pathway was two pronged. First the proposed agent choice and production pipeline must be chosen such that the costs are feasible in an NIH grant mechanism, which is at most $500,000 per year for 5 years. So the absolute upper limit to available funding is $2.5million in direct costs. As such, it is easy to realize that biological production of antibodies through recombinant synthesis simply will never be developed within the current economics of this process. This is because recombinant production of humanized antibodies for a single run costs $2-4million itself just for the production run of gram sized quantities. Instead an economic path which is feasible is peptide synthesis, where individual molecules are built up through solid phase synthesis methods. The costs of these production runs are $100-$500 thousand for gram level quantities.
IRDye® 800CW as the bright emission, low toxicity NIR fluorescent reporter in human use:
In order to be used in surgical guidance, the ideal wavelength band to use is 800nm emission to take advantage of the substantial penetration of this light in tissue, and also to utilize the technologies developed for indocyanine green fluorescence imaging (a vascular perfusion fluorescent tracer). In recent years, IRDye® 800CW has been advanced by LI-COR as a candidate for human use in tagging reporters. The combination of company interest, well established conjugation chemistry, superior stability, and high fluorescent yield makes this an ideal candidate for the molecular reporter.
While most trials have focused on product labeled with NHS ester chemical bond linkages to their biological agents, this approach leads to a range of binding sites on the active molecule, some of which compete with the intended binding site to the ligand. It is well known that if the dye can be bound through maleimide chemistry, then this would provide a site specific bond, leading to a consistent and well known conjugate product. The maleimide chemistry can be designed to work if the affibody molecules intended for use are produced with the needed site for binding.
Dozens of papers have been published showing examples of targeted fluorescence imaging with IRDye800CW
[1]. For example, labeled human serum albumin (HSA) has been used for sentinel lymph node mapping [2] and surgical resection of spontaneous metastatic melanoma in a preclinical model. In other work, Trastuzumab was dual-labeled with 111 In and IRDye800CW to detect HER2-expressing xenograft tumors [3] and Houston [4] compared gamma scintigraphy with NIR fluorescence imaging to illustrate that IRDye800CW provided greater signal to noise than the radiotracer 111 In. The structure of IRDye® 800CW (left) and absorption/emission spectra (right), used as the reporter for fluorescence. The excitation of this dye is often at 785nm, using diode laser light, and detection of emission at 800+ nm wavelengths is readily achieved with cameras designed for NIR detection.
Toxicity testing of IRDye800CW carboxylate [5] was completed to help evaluate the tolerance of the naked dye, in male and female Sprague-Dawley rats using both IV and ID routes of administration. No pathological evidence was found of toxicity based upon hematologic, clinical chemistry, and histopathologic evaluations from doses of 1, 5, and 20 mg/kg. Similar toxicity testing on the IRDye800CW-maleimide will be completed as part of the proposed studies.
Additionally, an EGF-coupled IRDye 800CW has been studied extensively in rodents, and is commercially available for pre-clinical work. An Investigational Medicinal Product Dossier (IMPD) has been filed for the use of Bevicizumab labeled with IRDye800CW for imaging primary breast cancer at University Medical Center Groninigen in the Netherlands (www.clinicaltrials.gov).
Targeting & Kinetics: High affinity & fast clearance of Affibody ® molecules
Affibody molecules are an ideal candidate for testing in this paradigm, because Affibody AB has developed a group of these molecules which are small, single domain, non-immunoglobulin affinity ligands based on a 58 amino acid scaffold [6, 7] . The scaffold displays a three-alpha-helical bundle fold, and the target binding site is composed of 13 surfaceexposed amino acids on helix 1 and helix 2. By randomizing these 13 amino acids, the company has created large libraries of Affibody® molecules from which binders to a given target protein are selected (examples include EGFR, HER2 or PDGFRß [8] [9] [10] ). Their small size and stability, high affinity and target recognition specificity, rapid biodistribution kinetics and clearance make them ideal for in vivo targeting. The full antibody, antibody fragments, F(ab)2 or Fab, or nano bodies are all complex proteins which need to be produced through recombinant synthesis production methods. However the small binding domain of the Affibody molecule is a peptide sequence with less than 60 amino acids, and a 3 helical structure, which can be produced through solid phase peptide synthesis. [12] [13] [14] Affibody molecules can be produced either by recombinant techniques in bacteria or by conventional peptide synthesis and can be readily modified with functional groups such as fluorescent or radioactive labels. Site specific modification of Affibody molecules is achieved by introducing a single cysteine which can be used for modification of maleimide-activated functional groups leading to defined and homogenous products [15] . Recently, the Affibody scaffold was further improved by rational design. The optimized scaffold has a surface distinctly different from that of its parent and is characterized by improved thermal and chemical stability, as well as increased hydrophilicity, and enables generation of identical Affibody molecules both by chemical peptide synthesis or recombinant bacterial expression [12] . Thus, these molecules can be tested quickly and efficiently by peptide sythesis production runs, and coupled with fluoresent agents. 
Academic Partners for Conjugation, Analytics, Fill & Finish and Toxicology
Many such designs would focus on using a Clinical Research Organization (CRO) for the key stages of:
analytical test development and production of a package for FDA, (iii) fill and finish services into patient-ready vials for the drug product, (iv) toxicology evaluation in animals.
However while this is commonly done the costs associated with these steps can be very high. Over time, academic centers have developed cost-effective methods for doing these steps, albeit in most cases not designed for testing beyond a phase 1 trial level. Still, when targeting a phase 0/1 trial, the developments can be completed in academic settings and the flexibility and moderate costs as compared to CRO organizations can make this a critically important decision.
In this case, steps (i)-(iii) will be completed at the University of Alabama at Birmingham Vector Production Facility under cGMP conditions for Phase I drugs. The toxicity testing and evaluation is being completed at the Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth College, in the Surgical Research Laboratories, under Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) procedures. Figure 4 illustrates the timeline for this process. 
Testing Strategy: Phase 0 Trial as the goal
In our proposed solution, we target the little utilized phase 0 process at the Food & Drug Administration, and advance the use of medium molecular size agents which can take advantage of the lower costs of peptide synthesis for the development phase. As Table 2 shows, this first phase 0 process is designed to allow low dose testing of new agents, to assess pharmacokinetic efficacy without concern of significant pharmacologic effect, using injection of microdose values. The major benefit of this pathway is that when the trial is limited to microdose injection, then toxicity testing is limited to single animal species, typically rodents, and the scope of this species toxicity package is also limited. Fixed dose, no escalation, if successful needs to be followed by phase 1
Surgical utility: Neurosurgery
Reports of fluorescence-guided surgical resection first appeared more than 50 years ago when porphyrins were found to accumulate in tumors [16] ; yet, intraoperative imaging systems have been developed largely around white light and surgeon vision. Nonetheless, visual assistance during surgery has become extremely sophisticated enabling microsurgical technique during procedures such as prostatectomy or neurosurgery through high-resolution, white-light microscopy. Robotic control in urological resection [17, 18] and as well as other surgical sites [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] is another emerging trend that, at least to date, is predominately predicated on the surgeon having visual access to the tissue of interest under white light exposure. Concurrently, Frangioni and colleagues have pioneered the use of fluorescence imaging in experimental surgery [24] based on a novel camera system and a platform of targeted compounds for surgical applications [25] [26] [27] [28] in which the surgeon's (white light) visual field is augmented with new information. Indeed, unlike other emerging technological enhancements in surgery, the opportunity for fluorescence is the intraoperative revelation of the biological margins of disease which cannot be visualized under white light (and are sufficiently microscopic to be unavailable through other forms of preoperative and intraoperative imaging).
Perhaps the largest clinical experience with fluorescence-guided resection has been gained in neurosurgery with aminolevulinic acid (ALA) induced protoporphyrin IX (PpIX). The approach has been evaluated in a prospective randomized Phase III trial [29] with sufficiently positive outcomes to alter standard-of-care in Germany for surgical resection of high grade gliomas and related studies are beginning to appear in the U.S. (several open protocols are now listed on clinicaltrials.gov) [30] .
This experience makes neurosurgery an ideal setting in which to begin human studies with the proposed receptor-targeting fluorescent molecule for several compelling reasons. First, the specialty has historically been an early adopter of image guidance because surgical accuracy is paramount. As a result, commercially-available intraoperative imaging platforms have already been developed that can be readily used, adapted and compared. Further, the discipline has repeatedly served as a spring-board to broader surgical application of technical developments, principles and procedures that first appeared in neurosurgery. Second, open cranial access to tumor coupled with standard-of-care image guidance and concomitant coregistration with the surgical field provides the environment for specimen and image acquisition that is essential for validation of the diagnostic performance of new agents as biomarkers of disease. Third, brain tumors carry both the "difficult to treat" and "small market" labels which discourage commercial development and investment that our proposed Academic-Industrial Partnership is explicitly designed to overcome.
Here the plans are to begin with neurosurgery, as we find a number of scientific motivations for pursuing new brain tumor fluorescent probes beyond PpIX. For example, ALA-induced PpIX fluorescence is enhanced by non-tumorspecific molecular processes related to increased metabolism and blood-brain-barrier breakdown. Additional, glioma surgery can serve as the "proving ground" for testing the principles underpinning our platform. More importantly, the anti-EGFR molecule we propose to pursue is widely applicable to molecularly-based fluorescence-guided surgical oncology given the large number of tumors overexpressing EGFR summarized in Table 3 , which is adapted from www.licor.com. Further, a wealth of information already exists on EGFR fluorophore targeting [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] which suggests that the approach is likely to be successful and could be applied to other surgical sites if the neurosurgical trial planned shows promise. 
DISCUSSION
The pathways to success are not well established for molecular guided surgery, because it is not developed commercially. The closest paradigm is indocyanine green fluorescence guidance for vascular perfusion areas, which uses the same wavelength bands for excitation/emission, but since these procedures are device-agent combination therapies, FDA approvals need to be completed on both. As described the financial barriers to this are substantial, and the potential payback models are not well developed. As such, there is significant risk in developing new molecularspecific agents, and so this proposed pipeline pathway was developed to help advance the field and potentially move the proof of efficacy further along. The economics of the proposed pathway are sound and moderate cost, and significantly lower than biological therapeutic development.
The timelines for production, conjugation, purification, analytical package, stability testing, toxicology testing, and FDA evaluation and approval make for a long process. However small targeting proteins, with well-established methods for conjugation and testing combined with the goal of a phase 0 trial, are the keys to making this pathway fast and low cost. The proposal ongoing here involving a 5 way partnership with LI-COR, Affibody AB, University of Alabama Birmingham School of Medicine Vector Facility, Dartmouth College's Thayer School of Engineering and the Geisel School of Medicine, is a good example of industry/academic partnership where key expertises are being utilized in a highly synergistic manner.
Molecular guidance of surgery sounds ideal, and while the reality is not proven, the potential is extremely attractive, and needs to be pursued, even in the current setting of limited commercial interest. If the process can be derisked through development of both agents and customized systems for the procedures, then investment and clinical trials will follow.
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